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Female
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Female Male

Male
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NY
NYC LA Bay 

Area LA

pretty 
tech 

savvy

not very 
tech 

savvy

Tech 
savvy

moderatly 
tech savvy

fairly tech 
savvy not 
to much

browses 
wine/liquor time 

to time online

browses online Once 
or twice, bc i heard 

about the brand info 
on cost the taste

browses often 
for information

browses often 
for information

sometimes

I go online for 
information or details 
about a spirit liquor or 

wine

When I am short on 
time or cannot make it 
to a store so its once a 

month maybe

fI go online or 
mainly detials

to figure out 
where to buy i 

go online

I go online to get 
detials on taste

I rely on sites to 
have information 
on wines/ liqours

I expect the site 
to give me all I 
need to know

I expect 
info

I expect 
descriptive 

detials

I order 
wine/liqour 

weekly online

I order a few 
times a month

Soecial 
occasians

Weekly

I use Drizly, 
uber eats

Drizly minibar

mini bar

I have ordered food 
from  Target, Amazon, 

Uber, Doordash

uber doordash
uber, 

amazon

delivery 
times

Desktop for sure 
browning on your cell 

phone is annoying

Desktop 
cellphone woul 

be a pain

browsing I like 
using my 

laptop but I 
dont mind my 

phone

to browse 
I'd pull out 
my laptop

laptop

I am not into subscription 
models but I can see the 

angle one would be using to 
use that but I am not 

interested in that

? I dont mind but i dont 
like being held prisoner 
more for a business not 

an every day person

not for 
me

nodepends 
on the 
item

It looks 
like a 
flyer

Delivery pick up info free 
delivery why would i order 
before i get to see anything 

organic , whatever that 
means why 4 bottles min 
why ? if you dont see your 
zip you get other choices

confused 
by the 
layout

seems 
half 

assed I truly dont get it, today sites 
are on point this looks like it 
was made back in 2010 and 

never touched again

The colors are bit all 
over it could be 

used better but I 
feel like I am staring 
at a big flyer so I am 

a little confused

Stands out: Zip 
codes, i like 

that its there 
but not how it 

looks

all the zip 
codes but 

not in a 
good way

delivery 
stands 

out

everything I do 
not know 

where to look 
first which is 

an issue

Not really this 
kind of look 

makes me feel 
like it isnt legit or 
real and I want to 

close the tab

I want to click on 
the Featuring part 

so i can 
understand bio 
dynamic organic 

its like huh

I want to 
click the 

exit button

I want to click 
on delivery 

option just to 
get moving 

along

exit button 
this site is 
not for me

 Delivery 
information

The main page for sure is 
confusing if I was in a rush 

I would think I landed in 
the wrong place

Feature list confuses me 
never seen that sort of 

verbiage used for drinks 
in a list like this

The main page 
has me a bit 

confused

The main page is like do 
you know what a site is b/c 
this is not it I'm confused 
on where I have landed

I like the colors 
but they’re 
poorly used

drab; then a bit 
all over the plac 

e

the use of colors 
is cool I feel I 

belong idk why

i like the 
colors

idk colors do not 
matter to me i 

guess

Horrible, it’s just overwhelming 
for something you would 

assume is convenience, I rather 
go into the store if this site was 

my option, I much rather not

It was easy to navigate it would be easier if i 
was more knowledgeable of wines and what I 
wanted but it wasnt to difficult. I do not liek 

that I had to check my bag in order to increase 
my quantity I would like that option before it 
was put into the bag. I could not empty my 

cart I could not figure it out so I jusst stopped.

it was pretty 
bad navigating

not fun not my kind of site, I found 
myself looking around a bit 

especially for the search bar then I 
realized there was a magnifier on 

the side weird placement

bad experience I just felt the 
site was suspecioous from 
the look of things I would 

question spending my money

I expet: Empty my 
shopping bag simply I 
could not figure it out

i expect a simple 
experience

DEMOGRAPHIC

COMPETITORS

WHEN USERS ORDER 

SUBSCRIPTIONS ?

DEVICES

SITE EXPERIENCESS

LAYOUT ISA BIT 
OVERWHELMING

FEATURE LIST IS 
A BIT OF A TURN 

OFF WHAT 
DOES ANY OF IT 

EVEN MEAN

MAYBE THEY 
ONLY CARE 
FOR WINE 
EXPERTS

FEATURE LIST 
MAKES ME FEEL 
LIKE I WILL BE 

LOST IF I MOVE 
FORWARD WHICH 

SUCKS

Info/options to keep

HOURS OF 
OPERATION

ORDERING 
ONLINE

FIRST 
PAGE NOT 
NEEDED

Delivery 
Details pickup

delivery 
free

alternative 
options to 
purchase if 
they do not 

deliver to you

number

location

feature list should 
be reworked not 
just organic be 

more descriptive

delivery 
options

the delivery 
turnover 
time is 

important

easy to 
navigate 
is a must

description of 
wine 

important 
description of 

taste

same 
delivery 

day

information 
on taste

i like wine 
but i dont 

know a ton 
info helps

delivery 
time

how fast 
i can get 
things

same 
day 

delivery?

ordering 
online

it to be quick to 
understand like uber 

no learning curve

information
description 

of items descriptions of items 
in case I want to try 

something new

i expect it to be a faster 
experience it took 

longer than I care for

where to 
purchase

EXPECTATIONS/ NEEDS

users feel delivery details, 
online order details, pickup, 

location and contact 
information are important 

information to see 
immediately to be aware of 

what is possible or not 
before making a purchase

users feel more comfortable browsing for 
purchases like this on a desktop having the option 
for an app is only great when you know what you 

want and wines sometimes you want to read up on 
them since you can't taste it online

Users seem to order either 
weekly or monthly mainly 

for social reasons or 
special occasions

Silver Lake Wine's competitors have easy 
sites with no learning curves, provide 

extensive information about their products in 
an easy to use way and have many delivery 
options and the site is set up for quick easy 
use, these reasons are why users have used 

them in the past

Users are not into the idea of subscription plans for 
things like wine they feel it is not needed for the 

everyday customer some users felt providing 
subscriptions options is still a good idea for the use of 
businesses or even the few people who do buy more 

often than others

Overall users want an easy, smooth and simple experience 
on a clean inviting site. They feel simplicity is a great factor 

when navigating on a site made for making online 
purchases because online purchases are meant to be 

convenient not complex.

Users expect to be provided details of 
products, in depth information overall 
about delivery and locations items can 
be purchased if not available to them 
to order, ordering online, and to be 

able to figure things out fairly quickly 
because shopping online should be 
simple as an alternative to in person 

shopping

Users age, gender and understanding of 
devices vary so making sure the website keeps 

all these factors in mind is important for its 
success



Insights

users feel delivery details, online 
order details, pickup, location and 

contact information are 
important information to see 

immediately to be aware of what 
is possible or not before making a 

purchase

users feel more comfortable 
browsing for purchases like this on a 

desktop having the option for an 
app is only great when you know 

what you want and wines 
sometimes you want to read up on 
them since you can't taste it online

Users seem to order either weekly 
or monthly mainly for social reasons 

or special occasions

Silver Lake Wine's competitors have easy sites 
with no learning curves, provide extensive 

information about their products in an easy to 
use way and have many delivery options and 

the site is set up for quick easy use, these 
reasons are why users have used them in the 

past

Users are not into the idea of subscription plans 
for things like wine they feel it is not needed for 

the everyday customer some users felt providing 
subscriptions options is still a good idea for the 
use of businesses or even the few people who 

do buy more often than others

Overall users want an easy, smooth and 
simple experience on a clean inviting 

site. They feel simplicity is a great factor 
when navigating on a site made for 

making online purchases because online 
purchases are meant to be convenient 

not complex.

Users expect to be provided details of 
products, in depth information overall 

about delivery and locations items can be 
purchased if not available to them to order, 

ordering online, and to be able to figure 
things out fairly quickly because shopping 

online should be simple as an alternative to 
in person shopping


